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Intent 
 
At Wawne Primary, we are a small school that wants to make a big difference in the lives 
of our children. Our EYFS curriculum aim is to help children become happy, confident and 
independent life-long learners who are capable of making valuable contributions as 
citizens in their school, community and society.  
 

Our academic curriculum takes initial guidance from the educational programmes in the 
new Foundation stage Framework, checkpoints in the Development Matters document 
and additional objectives set by staff that we feel our children need to develop their 
learning. We aim to provide a broad and balanced curriculum that meets the needs of 
every child to reach their potential. We want no child to be left behind and at Wawne, 
progress is expected and is a key driver for children of all abilities. We want to look at 
what knowledge and skills our children already possess and then create varied, cross 
curricular or story based activities that are fun, interesting, progressive and challenging 
and that are accessible to children of all ages, ability, gender and culture.  Our curriculum 
links into the whole school progression map where objectives have been added to 
personalise it to our children’s needs to ensure accessibility, progression and smooth 
transitions between classes.   
We want to go further-other vital aspects influence our choices and learning and these 
pieces fit together to create a Wawne Primary curriculum jigsaw.     
 

What makes us-us? 

 
 

This jigsaw ensures that the things we learn and the way we learn them are unique to our 
school community so that learning is not only informative, but is active, relevant and 
meaningful with a ‘real world’ influence and context. Our knowledge rich curriculum has to 
be balanced with the opportunity for pupils to develop and practise skills so that they can 
apply what they know in different contexts and environments.  

Academic/Social/Emotional 

requirements/Physical, cross 

curricular links 

Specific strengths and needs 

of our learning community 

Our families, local 

environment and community 
School/Local/National/ 

international influences & events 



Within our positive, safe environment, we want children to become good communicators 
and listeners, developing compassion for others and be able to open up their learning 
through purposeful collaboration with others. 
We want them to develop good characteristics of effective learning-being curious, having 
their own ideas, be willing to give things a go, being resilient when facing challenges and 
seeking new ways to achieve things. We want them to be aspirational, striving to succeed 
and achieve their own personal goals.  
A focus for our children is to continue to develop their speaking, listening and reading 
skills. To make an impact on the world, you need to be heard, so we encourage retelling 
familiar stories, sharing news, role play, discussions, asking questions and help children to 
gain the tools to discover things for themselves so that they gain a better understanding of 
the world and the people who live in it.    In a post Covid world of previous isolation and 
lack of interactions, playing collaboratively with others and building friendships is a focus 
area for our children. We want them to play and learn together, sharing resources, taking 
turns, planning activities, acting out stories, having conversations and learn how to take 
responsibility for resolving conflicts and issues.  
The inability to read and write is a major hurdle that affects confidence and communication 
in the short term as well as ultimately hindering aspirations, social mobility and financial 
independence as an adult.   
We want our children to develop a love of stories and reading and become confident, 
fluent readers who have a good understanding of what they have read. We want the 
characters and events to come alive to the children and for them to become fluent in 
retelling a large selection of stories that reflect different people, place and cultures in the 
world.  We want children to enjoy mark making and develop this as a way of expression 
and communication. 
We want them to view their learning not in isolation, but to recognise and make links 
between other curriculum areas. We want future teaching and learning to be built on 
previous experiences so that there are opportunities to practise skills and techniques to 
deepen and solidify their understanding.   
The value of secure mathematic knowledge and skills is also important. We want number 
development to be based on strong knowledge of relationships between numbers and 
number patterns as well as developing vocabulary, practical skills and reasoning in shape, 
space and measures tasks. 
 An important driver for our curriculum choices is the development of basic life skills to 
help them to be independent and understand how the real world works. Areas such as 
being a good parent, cooking, simple first aid, money awareness/saving, making healthy 
choices, experience of other cultures and the wider world, awareness of job opportunities, 
their local area, knowing where things come from, the effects on the environment-helping 
the planet will be covered through stories, role play and practical activities. 
Our village setting on the edge of a city offers unique social and environmental 
opportunities which we want to explore and embrace. We want our children to know what 
people do, how they work and the positive impact they can have on the world. Parents 
play an important role in our curriculum jigsaw. Maintaining strong links with home through 
clear and open communication ensures that all parties have the best interests of the 
children at heart.  We want to help parents support their children’s learning at home 
through talking, playing and reading.  
Our village setting also means that there is an importance for our children to explore life, 
communities and cultures in the wider world, that are very different to their own so that 
they become caring, understanding and tolerant citizens. We want them to know our 
British values and gain knowledge and experiences that help them to understand how 
other people live. We want them to realise that their actions, good or bad, can have an 
impact on the lives of others and on the environment, recognising that they have 
responsibilities and that they have the ability to make valued contributions. 

 



Implementation 
To ensure high standards of teaching and learning in EYFS and the successful transition 
of children into the main school, EYFS is included in the whole school 
curriculum/progression documents and teachers meet to discuss prior learning and cohort 
needs before planning. Yearly, termly and weekly plans are devised that show knowledge, 
skills, resources, differentiation and assessment but these are flexible in order to reflect 
the children’s changing needs and interests. In all topics chosen, the teaching and 
learning is closely linked to and delivered via a large selection of stories that the children 
will hear, practise and know.  Linking storytelling to songs, poems, imaginative role play, 
creative activities, map work and the use of signifiers through Talk for Writing strategies 
means children will widen their vocabulary and know the main features of stories, using 
these ideas in their own work.  Bringing role play to life through hearing stories that they 
can act out as a class through headphones-‘Now Press Play’ is another active approach 
to making stories and storytelling fun. Reading skills are developed through adult led 
phonics groups using Read Write Inc strategies, songs, flashcards, reading books and the 
use of personalised reading programs such as Lexia.  With writing directly linked to 
reading, transcription and composition will develop through a mixture of role play, story 
telling activities, free play mark making opportunities in the learning environment and 
direct teaching sessions with children recognising the use and importance of written text in 
the real world.  
Our pedagogy is seeing the value of using a mixture of different approaches with play at 
the core. EYFS activities are a combination of child led and activities where staff act as 
facilitators to learning. Staff model activities and skills and adult guide groups for direct 
teaching of knowledge and skills. The EYFS timetable dedicates a significant amount of 
time to child led free play which we call Independent Learning Time in order to encourage 
children to value their play and seek to vary their activities or develop their learning in key 
areas. Staff will play with the children, modelling social skills and interaction, showing 
them how to make plans, take turns, negotiate and work collaboratively.  Staff 
participation, questioning, discussions and suggestions will extend the children’s free play, 
enhancing their learning. Activities will focus not only on knowledge and skills guided by 
the educational programmes  but also curriculum enhancements that develop our children 
as successful independent learners and citizens.  Adults help children to develop their 
knowledge through play based and adult led activities addressing areas such as being a 
good parent, cooking, simple first aid, money awareness/saving, making healthy choices, 
experience of other cultures and the wider world, awareness of job opportunities, their 
local area, knowing where things come from, the effects on the environment-helping the 
planet will be covered. These will be through watching videos, reading stories, imaginative 
role play, practical activities, class visits and visitors into school. 
 

Current cohort needs drive all curriculum choices as well as children’s interests and also 
local, national and international events & celebrations to ensure the learning is broad, 
engaging and balanced. This means teachers use flexibility when selecting themes in 
order to reflect these needs, interests and current events.  New teaching opportunities 
take into consideration prior learning and knowledge and skills are revisited to allow 
children to practise and deepen their understanding. Learning begins in EYFS with 
exploration of activities and through stories and topics that incorporate familiar settings. 
Learning about the real world and imaginative play allows for knowledge and vocabulary 
to be developed and unfamiliar scenarios to be introduced in a simple way. Stories, 
characters, settings, activities and resources reflect a multicultural world. 
Observations are made of the children working and playing and written work, drawings 
and photos and videos are recorded on Tapestry or in books when staff feel it will provide 
important evidence of their learning and guide ways forward. These observations, together 
with discussions with the children and parents help staff assess pupil attainment and 
progress in ways that ensure time is spent supporting the children, not completing 



paperwork. Children entering reception will now also complete Reception Baseline 
Assessments. 
Work is celebrated and displayed in classrooms, included in curriculum displays around 
the school and shared with parents on Tapestry and Dojo. 
We provide a well-planned, enabling environment of indoor and outdoor provision where 
all children can independently select and use relevant resources in ways that develop their 
learning and challenge their thinking.   
Personal, social and emotional development through the whole school PSED Jigsaw  
program, social stories to develop knowledge of other cultures and British values, ELSA 
support for individual emotional support, friendship groups, NELI programme for Speech 
and language development, extra intervention sessions, SEND individual support plans, 
weekly Fit for school PE coach for physical development, Going for Gold behaviour 
system to promote making good choices-colour teams to promote a sense of belonging 
and team spirit.  
At Wawne Primary, we provide a variety of opportunities for learning to take place inside 
and outside the classroom.  Walks in the local area and visits to different environments 
provide vital active learning experiences and embed contextual understanding.  For 
example, 
 ‘This is me’ - home/ school life experiences.  Whole school den building, visitors into 
school, visits to a forest school, art gallery, museum, theatre, cinema, church, watching 
news/video clips, news board in classroom,  
We aim to maintain strong links with home including parents in the learning process, 
sharing their children’s successes on Tapestry and Dojo, sending activities home to 
complete, seeking photos and comments from home to contribute to Tapestry online 
journal. Termly meetings with parents ensure there are kept informed and involved in their 
child’s progress and next steps.   
 

Impact 
Children will be happy to come to school and have a real sense of curiosity to find out about 
the world and the people who live there. They will work collaboratively with care and 
consideration for others and feel that their efforts and contributions are valued. They will be 
confident to share their thoughts and ideas and will be able to ask and answer questions. 
They will be willing to have a go and will have developed strategies to overcome difficulties. 
They will begin to describe what they are learning and reflect on if they have succeeded. 
Development of their knowledge and skills across the curriculum will be seen through their 
interactions, discussions, drawings, paintings, models, imaginative play, writing, sums and 
reading. 

We will measure the impact of our curriculum through the following methods: 
• How happy our children are-comments they make, how they behave independently and 

with others, the frequency and quality of collaborative play.  
• Observations and discussions-hear that their vocabulary knowledge and use has 

developed. 
• Observation of pupil’s interactions, discussions, activities and work-Tapestry evidence, 

quality of work in books, on display. 
• Relevant, accurate assessment-Observations and discussions about their learning-staff, 

pupils and parent comments.  RBA tasks and teacher’s own on-entry and end of term 
assessments. 

• Images and videos of the children’s practical learning. Learning walks. 
• Evidence walks in phase meetings and with others to discuss, check, discuss and 

compare the quality, knowledge and skills for moderation purposes. 
• Outcomes of questioning. 
• Annual reporting of end of year assessments, meeting with governors to discuss impact 

and progress.  Termly meetings with parents.  
 


